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Abstract: Observation of the neutrinoless double beta decay (ββ0ν) mode is the only practical way23

to establish that neutrinos are their own antiparticles. Due to the smallness of neutrino masses, the24

lifetime of ββ0ν is expected to be at least ten orders of magnitude larger than the backgrounds from25

the natural radioactive chains that can mimick the experimental ββ0ν signature. The most robust26

identification of ββ0ν decays requires the definition of a signature that radioactive backgrounds27

cannot generate. Together with excellent energy resolution, this signal could be the observation28

of the daughter atom in the decay, since no known background processes directly induce a Z+229

transformation. In particular, the ββ0ν decay of 136Xe could be established by detecting the daughter30

atom, 136Ba2+ in its doubly ionised state. Such a detection could be achieved via a sensor made of31

a monolayer of fluorescent molecular indicators. The Ba2+ dication would be captured by one of32

the molecules in the sensor, and the presence of a single chelated indicator would be subsequently33

revealed by a strong fluorescent response from repeated interrogation with a laser system. We34

demonstrate a significant step towards a "barium-tagging" experiment, based on a new fluorescent35

bicolor indicator which we propose as the core of a sensor able to detect single Ba2+ ions in a36

high-pressure xenon gas detector.37

Keywords: neutrinoless double beta decay ; fluorescent molecular indicator ; barium tagging ; wide38

field two photon absorption microscopy.39

1 Main40

Double beta decay (ββ) is a very rare nuclear transition in which a nucleus with Z protons decays41

into a nucleus with Z + 2 protons and the same mass number A. The decay can occur only if the42

initial nucleus is less bound than the final nucleus, and both bound more than the intermediate Z + 143

nucleus. Two decay modes are usually considered [1]:44

• The standard two-neutrino mode (ββ2ν), consisting in two simultaneous beta decays,45

(Z, A) → (Z + 2, A)+ 2 e− + 2 νe, which has been observed in several isotopes with typical half-lives46

in the range of 1018–1021 years.47

• The neutrinoless mode (ββ0ν), (Z, A) → (Z + 2, A) + 2 e−, which violates lepton-number48

conservation and can occur if and only if neutrinos are Majorana particles [2], particles that are49

identical to their antiparticles. An unambiguous observation of such decay would have deep50

implications in particle physics and cosmology, offering a mechanism for leptogenesis [3] and a51

potential explanation for the cosmic asymmetry between matter and antimatter [4]. Furthermore,52

Majorana neutrinos could provide an explanation of the smallness of the neutrino masses compared53

with that of the other leptons, through the so-called see-saw mechanism [5–7].54

Double beta decay (ββ) experiments have been searching ββ0ν in several isotopes for more55

than half a century without finding clear evidence of a signal. The current best lower limit on the56

lifetime (T0ν
1/2) of ββ0ν processes has been obtained for the isotope 136Xe, for which T0ν

1/2 > 1026 yr57

[8]. Two other isotopes, 76Ge and 128Te, have also been studied with similar sensitivities, yielding58

no evidence for bbonu decay [9, 10]. A new generation of ββ0ν experiments will aim to improve59

the sensitivity to T0ν
1/2 by several orders of magnitude [11]. These searches will require very large60

exposures, measured in ton-years, but even more importantly, a greatly enhanced capability to61

suppress backgrounds from false events.62
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The most obvious background to ββ0ν is the ββ2ν decay, which also produces two electrons63

and the same daughter atom as in the neutrinoless mode, while having a much faster decay rate.64

Near the end point energy (Q), however, the ββ2ν process is very strongly suppressed by kinematics65

and its contamination to the ββ0ν signal turns out to be negligible for a detector with good energy66

resolution, as discussed in detail in Methods.67

Instead, due to the irreducible presence of trace amounts of the radioactive decay chains of 238U68

and 232Th in materials of the detector, their false signatures need to be suppressed by a very large69

factor. The decay of other radioactive isotopes created by neutron activation are also a concern.70

All ββ experiments are built with ultra-pure materials, operate in underground laboratories (to71

mitigate the impact of cosmic rays) and are protected by massive, ultra-pure shields. These strategies72

reduce the ambient background by many orders of magnitude, but putative ββ0ν events must still be73

extracted against tens of millions of spurious interactions.74

The most powerful discriminant against backgrounds other than ββ2ν would be the detection75

of the daughter atom, which is displaced two steps higher in the periodic table relative to its parent.76

In particular, the decay 136Xe → Ba + 2 e (+2 νe), will create a Ba2+ dication as the most likely77

outcome in xenon gas. In pure xenon gas, no known radioactive process will produce the appearance78

of such ion, in coincidence with two electrons. The implementation of a robust Ba2+ detection79

technique would facilitate the positive observation of ββ0ν.80

The possibility of barium tagging in a xenon time projection chamber (TPC) was proposed in81

1991 by Moe [12], and has been extensively investigated for the last two decades [13–15]. Recently82

the nEXO collaboration has demonstrated the imaging and counting of individual barium atoms in83

solid xenon by scanning a focused laser across a solid xenon matrix deposited on a sapphire window84

[16]. This is a promising step for barium tagging in liquid xenon. The technique originally proposed85

by Moe and being pursued by nEXO relies on Ba+ fluorescence imaging using two atomic excitation86

levels in very low density gas. In liquid xenon, recombination is frequent and the barium daughters87

are distributed across charge states from 0 to 2+ [17], with sizeable populations of neutral Ba and88

Ba+. In the high pressure gas phase, however, the initially highly ionized barium daughter quickly89

captures electrons from neutral xenon, stopping at Ba2+ beyond which recombination is minimal90

[18].91

A molecule whose response to optical stimulation changes when it forms a supramolecular92

complex with a specific ion is a fluorescent indicator, and ions thus bound to molecules are generally93

referred to as being chelated (one also refers to molecules having formed a complex with the ion94

as “chelated molecules”). In 2015, Nygren proposed a Ba2+ sensor based on fluorescent molecular95

indicators that could be incorporated within a high-pressure gas xenon TPC (HPXe) [19], such as96

those being developed by the NEXT Collaboration [11, 20–22]. The concept was further developed97

in [23] and followed by an initial proof of concept [24] which resolved individual Ba2+ ions on a thin98

quartz plate with Fluo-3 (a common indicator in biochemistry) suspended in polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)99

to immobilise the molecular complex and facilitate optical imaging. The experiment demonstrated,100

with 2nm rms super-resolution, single-ion sensitivity confirmed by single-step photobleaching; this101

work constituted an essential first step toward barium tagging in a HPXe.102

However, an experiment aiming to detect Ba2+ in a HPXe, requires a sensor which differs103

substantially from that used in [24]. First, the surface density of indicators in the sensor needs to104

be high, in order to ensure maximum ion capture efficiency. Second, the indicators must be able105
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to form a supramolecular complex with Ba2+ in dry medium — the Gibbs energy of the process106

in xenon gas must be negative. Third, the indicators must respond to optical stimulation with a107

very distinctive signal that allows unambiguous identification of the molecule that has chelated the108

single ion produced in the ββ0ν decay and good discrimination from the background due to the109

uncomplexed molecules in the surroundings. In other words, a discrimination factor, F, between the110

response (in dry medium) of the chelated indicator and the residual response of unchelated molecules111

must be large. A significant step in developing dry sensors was carried out in [25], where molecular112

compounds based on aza-crown ethers and using conventional fluoropohores such as pyrene [26, 27]113

and anthracene [28] were studied, although the discrimination factors were not quantified in that114

work. Indeed, to our knowledge, F has not yet been measured for a dry sensor.115

In this paper we demonstrate a significant step towards a barium-tagging experiment in a HPXe,116

based on a new fluorescent bicolor indicator (FBI) which we propose as the core of a sensor able to117

detect single Ba2+ ions in a high-pressure gas detector. The indicator is synthesised to bind strongly118

to Ba2+ and to shine very brightly when complexed with Ba2+. Furthermore, the emission spectrum119

of the chelated indicators is significantly blue-shifted with respect to the unchelated species, allowing120

an additional discrimination of almost two orders of magnitude. Using silica as a physical substrate,121

we demonstrate that:122

• FBI boasts a very large discrimination factor in dry medium (silica-air), F = (25 ± 6) × 104,123

to our konwledge the largest found in the literature.124

• The indicator efficiently chelates Ba2+ in dry medium (silica-vacuum). This was proved125

sublimating barium perchlorate (Ba(ClO4)2) on FBI molecules deposited on a silica pellet and126

interrogating the indicators using two photon absorption (TPA) microscopy. To our knowledge this is127

the first time that the formation of a Ba2+ supramolecular complex in dry medium is demonstrated.128

Furthermore, we have performed density functional theory (DFT) calculations which show that129

our experimental result is consistent with the exergonic nature of the binding of Ba(ClO4)2 to FBI in130

vacuum. Extension of those calculations to the gas phase show that binding of Ba2+ to FBI is much131

more exergonic than binding of Ba(ClO4)2 to FBI in vacuum, and for all solvation states of Ba2+
132

in xenon and all relevant pressures. Furthermore, the process converges spontaneously when the133

system FBI·Ba2+ is started at distances of around 1 nm. From these calculations one can conclude134

that the formation of supramolecular complexes observed in vacuum imply that FBI indicators can135

chelate Ba2+ ions with high efficiency (using a dense layer of indicators) in an HPXe experiment. We136

further show that the large value of F found for FBI allows the unambiguous identification —using137

TPA microscopy— of a single chelated indicator, even when indicator density is high.138

2 Design and synthesis of FBI compounds139

Our criteria to design FBIs are summarised in Figure 1. The indicator includes, as essential140

components, a metal binding group (a convenient moiety is a coronand formed by a N-aryl-aza-crown141

ether [29, 30]) and a fluorophore, in line with previously developed designs for fluorescent sensors142

capable to capture metal cations in solution [31]. Figure 1a shows the expected behaviour of a143

fluorescent monocolor indicator (FMI), in which the fluorophore does not modify substantially its144

π-molecular orbital structure. In these hydrocarbon or heterocyclic scaffolds, an electron donating145

group (EDG) close to the fluorophore (for instance, an amino group of the aza-crown ether) can146
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promote a photoinduced electron transfer (PET) that quenches the fluorescence in the absence147

of a binding cation. In contrast, sensor-cation complexation results in an OFF-ON enhancement148

of the photoemission intensity [32] with ∆λ≈0 (Figure 1a). As a consequence, in general only149

changes in the intensity of the emitted fluorescent signal upon Ba2+complexation should be observed150

under this PET mechanism. In addition, this kind of sensors has been used in aqueous solution for151

metals of biological interest [33] and mainly for the capture of cations such as K+ by using bicylic152

aza-cryptads [34]. Figure 1b illustrates the desired behaviour of a FBI indicator upon binding to153

Ba2+ ions. A convenient way to generate this kind of sensors with ∆λ,0 consists of generating an154

intramolecular photoinduced charge transfer (PCT) by modifying the response of an EDG with the155

rest of the fluorophore [31]. Upon coordination with the cation, the change in the dipole moment of156

the supramolecular entity can generate a Stokes shift. However, in general these PCT phenomena157

promote only slight blue-shifts [35] and depend on the polarity of the environment, thus being158

strongly affected by solvent effects. Actually, most PCT sensors work in water and bind cations such159

as Na+ and K+ by means of bicyclic aza-cryptands [36, 37], among other groups like acidic chelators160

or podands. Therefore, the design and chemical synthesis of efficient FBIs with large enough ∆λ161

values in the gas phase still constitutes an important challenge.162

Within this context, we require that: a, the chelating group binds the cation with a high binding163

constant; b, the indicator response in dry medium is preserved and preferably enhanced w.r.t. the164

response in solution, and c, the fluorophore exhibits distinct response in the visible region for165

the chelated and unchelated states (thus the term bicolor indicator). To that end, the synthesis of166

FBI compounds incorporates a custom-designed fluorophore possessing two aromatic components167

denoted as Ar1 and Ar2 in Figure 1b that are connected by a free-rotating σ bond. The main168

fluorophore component Ar1 consists of a nitrogen-containing aromatic polyheterocycle [38–41] that169

can bind the Ba2+cation, thus modifying its electronic structure and decoupling this moiety from Ar2,170

which in turn can generate a π-cation interaction [42] (Figure 1b ). The expected shift in response to171

coordination should provide a strong signature of a bound indicator, which exhibits a blue shift, over172

a background of unbound species. Furthermore we require that the indicator response does not form173

supra-molecular complexes with light elements in the barium column of alkaline-earth elements174

(e.g, beryllium, calcium and magnesium) as well as with other close alkaline ions common in the175

environment such as Na+ and K+.176

The chemical synthesis of our sensors is shown in Figure 1c. The process starts with the177

double addition-elimination reaction between 2-aminopyridines (X=CH) 1a-c or 2-aminopyrimidine178

1b (X=N) and 2,4-dibromoacetophenone 2. Bicyclic heterocycles 3a-c reacted with aza-crown179

ethers 4a-c in the presence of a Pd(0)/DavePhos catalytic system to generate intermediates 5a-e in180

moderate (30%) to very good (95%) yields. Finally, these latter adducts were coupled with aromatic181

1,2-dibromides 6a,b by means of a catalytic system formed by a Pd(II) salt and XPhos to yield the182

desired FBI compounds 7aa-cb. In this latter step, the formal (8+2) reactions were carried out in the183

presence of potassium carbonate or cesium carbonate (compound 7ec) as weak bases.184

Finally, we performed experiments to determine the photo-physical properties of compounds 7.185

The results of these experiments, which are described in the Method section, allowed us to select186

compound 7ca as the optimal combination of structural and electronic features to fulfil our design187

criteria. We refer henceforth to compound 7ca as FBI.188
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3 Discrimination factor189

To demonstrate the performance as Ba2+ sensor of our bicolor indicator, we adopted silica gel as190

a solid phase support. Adsorption of the molecule on the silica surface permits the exposure of191

at least one side of its crown ether moiety to the interaction with Ba2+ cations. In addition, this192

solid-gas interface topology preserves the conformational freedom required to reach the coordination193

pattern observed in our calculations(see Methods for further information). Therefore, the emission194

spectrum recorded on silica for the coordinated indicator keeps the essential features of our design,195

in particular the colour shift.196

Two samples were manufactured. Sample SF was prepared depositing 2.3 × 10−5 mmol of FBI197

(from an CH3CN solution) on a silica pellet. Sample SBF was formed depositing 7.4 × 10−8 mmol198

of FBI/acetonitrile solution on a silica pellet saturated with barium perchlorate. The optimal199

concentration of barium salt was determined by a titration experiment, described in the Methods200

section. The ratio between the concentrations of SF and SBF was Cr = 310 ± 6, where the 2%201

relative error was found propagating the uncertainties in the measurements of the volumes of the202

solutions. Figure 2a shows the emission spectrum of the SF (SBF) samples for an excitation light203

of 250 nm, recorded by a fluorimeter after evaporating the solvent and subtracting the background204

signal due to the silica (see Methods for a discussion).205

A robust separation between both SF and SBF can be achieved selecting a blue-shifted206

wavelength range, λ f = (λmin, λmax), through a band filter. Call C(λ) the emission spectrum of207

chelatedmolecules (e.g., the blue curve in Figure 2a) andU(λ) that of the unchelatedmolecules (green208

curve in Figure 2a). The fraction of C(λ) selected by the filter is fc = c/C, where c =
∫ λmax

λmin
C(λ)dλ209

and C =
∫

C(λ)dλ. Analogously, the fraction of U(λ) selected by the filter is fu = u/U, with210

u =
∫ λmax

λmin
U(λ)dλ and U =

∫
U(λ)dλ. Defining Dr = fc/ fu, the discrimination factor is simply:211

F = Dr · Cr (3.1)

For this study we chose a band filter λ f =(400− 425) nm, corresponding to the region shaded in212

blue in Figure 2a. A larger separation could be obtained including smaller wavelengths (e.g., selecting213

λ f < 400 nm), but the fluctuations associated to the subtraction of the baseline and the rapid variation214

of C(λ) would result also in large uncertainties. We find fc = 0.29 ± 0.03, fu = 0.0036 ± 0.0007,215

and Dr = 80 ± 18. The ∼20% relative error in the estimation of fu is dominated by the subtraction216

of the baseline, while the ∼10% relative error in the estimation of fc is found by varying the range of217

the filter by ± 1 nm. Using equation 3.1 we find F = (2.5 ± 0.6) × 104.218

4 A proof of concept of chelation in dry medium219

An important step towards the detection of Ba2+ HPXe-TPCs, is the demonstration that the ions can220

be chelated in the absence of a solvent. This requires exposing a sample of FBI molecules deposited221

in a solid-vacuum interface, to a source of Ba2+ ions.222

To achieve this goal, we designed a sublimation experiment as follows. We started by223

compressing silica powder to form thin silica pellets, then we deposited a FBI/CH3CN solution224

on them and evaporated the solvent. Two similar SFp pellets (SFpA and SFpB) were prepared225
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depositing 7.4 × 10−8 mmol of indicator per mg of silica, equivalent to 1.3 × 1015 molecules of FBI.226

SFpA was kept as reference for unchelated molecules and SFpB was introduced in an ultra-high227

vacuum chamber (Figure 3a) where barium perchlorate was sublimated. Sublimation was performed228

using a Kudsen cell at a temperature around 700 K. The evaporation rate was continuously monitored229

in-situ with a micro-balance. The total thickness of Ba(ClO4)2 deposited was 10Å, equivalent to230

a layer of 7.6 × 1014 molecules. Figures 3b and 3c display images of the pellet before and after231

sublimation under an excitation light of 365 nm. The blue shift after sublimation is clearly visible232

even to the naked eye, showing that a large number of indicators in the pellet’s surface were chelated.233

The next step was to scan both SFpA and SFpB pellets in our two-photon absorption (TPA)234

microscopy setup [43], described with some detail in the Methods section. We performed235

tomographies (e.g., Z-X scans) using two filters: a high pass “green” filter, λ > 450 nm, and a band236

pass “deep blue” filter, (400 − 425) nm. The Z-X scans were performed with infrared light (800 nm)237

and at a nominal laser power of 100 mW. In addition, we performed 3D tomographies, which were238

assembled from 40 XY scans of 75 µm2 × 75 µm2. Each scan corresponded to a different depth of Z,239

in steps of 10 µm. The resulting images were then combined in a 3D image using custom software240

[44].241

Our results are summarised in Figure 2. We started by measuring the control pellet, SFpA.242

The Z-X tomography acquired using the green filter (Figure 2c), reveals a region of about 20 µm in243

depth that corresponds to the area of the pellet where FBI molecules were immobilised. Since they244

are unchelated molecules they are visible with this filter but not with the deep blue filter (Figure245

2b). Instead, for SFpB, the green profile (Figure 2e) is similar to the one measured for SFpA, but246

the deep blue tomography (Figure 2d), shows a clear signal in the same 20 µm region around the247

pellet surface. This can exclusively be ascribed to the emission of chelated molecules, therefore248

demonstrating that the sublimation deposited the Ba2+ rather uniformly, resulting in a layer of249

chelated molecules. Finally, Figure 2f shows green and deep blue 3D tomographies confirming that250

the spatial distribution of the chelated molecules follows that of the unchelated indicators.251

Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations (described with detail in Methods) show that252

the Gibbs energy associated with binding of Ba(ClO4)2 to FBI is −80.0 kcal/mol, confirming that253

the process is very exergonic, as expected given the experimental result described above and fully254

compatible with the high binding constant found for this process.255

5 Chelation of Ba2+ by FBI indicators in xenon gas256

In a HPXe experiment, the Ba2+ created in the ββ0ν decay will slowly drift to the cathode (with a257

drift velocity of about 220 cm s−1) picking up neutral xenon atoms on its way and in a variety of258

solvation states, [BaXeN ]2+ (with N = 1, 2...) will be formed [45]. At the large pressures typical of259

a HPXe (∼ 20 bar), it has been estimated that N ∼ 8.260

What is the relevance of the proof of concept described above (which demonstrates the261

observation of the reaction Ba(ClO4)2·FBI in vacuo), for a HPXe experiment, which requires that262

the reaction [BaXeN ]2+·FBI occurs efficiently in high pressure xenon? Density functional theory263

(DFT) can shed light on this question. Our calculations show that the interaction between a Ba·Xe2+
8264

cluster and FBI results in a very exergonic process with a Gibbs reaction energy of −195.9 kcal/mol,265

almost as large as the Gibbs energy associated to the interaction of a naked dication with the indicator266
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(−197.5 kcal/mol) and much larger than the energy associated with binding of Ba(ClO4)2 with FBI267

(−80.0 kcal/mol). Furthermore, we find that the Gibbs energy of the FBI·Ba2+ changes very little in268

the range between 1 and 30 bar (see Table 3 in the Extended Data section).269

Furthermore, our calculations suggest that a layer of indicators with a density of about 1 molecule270

per squared nanometer will efficiently chelate Ba2+. Figure 4 shows the computed structures of FBI271

and a Ba2+Xe8 cluster at different N· · ·Ba2+ distances. When optimisation of 7ca–Ba2+Xe8 pair272

was started at a N· · ·Ba2+ separation of 8Å, the cluster spontaneously converged to a local minimum273

in which the original Xe8 structure was squeezed around the convex face of FBI and the N· · ·Ba2+
274

distance was 3.27Å. From this intermediate state the whole cluster converged to the chelated species,275

in which the N· · ·Ba2+ distance was found to be 2.9Å. This latter energy minimum was calculated276

to be ca. 107 kcal/mol more stable than the previous intermediate state. In addition, the geometric277

parameters of the minimum energy cluster —in which the eight Xe atoms are distributed around278

FBI— are very similar to those found for FBI·Ba2+ and FBI·Ba(ClO4)2 complexes.279

6 Discussion: towards a sensor for Ba2+ tagging280

In addition of a sensor capable of chelating with high efficiency Ba2+, a future HPXe experiment281

with barium tagging needs to be able to distinguish unambiguously the signal of a single complexed282

indicator from the background of unchelated surrounding molecules. Here we show that the large283

discrimination factor of FBI permits such a robust observation of single chelated molecules even for284

densely packed sensors.285

Consider a TPA microscopy system similar to the one used in this work, but with optimised286

parameters, e.g., a 800 nm pulsed laser, with a repetition rate ( f ) of 100 MHz, pulse width (τ) of 100 fs287

FWHM and moderately large numerical aperture, N A = 0.95. Following [46], we take the overall288

light collection efficiency of the system to be εc = 10%. Focusing the laser in a diffraction-limited289

spot (a circle of ∼ 0.5 µm diameter) results in a photon density of 1.7 × 1031 photons/pulse/cm2/W.290

Assume now that a single FBI molecule complexed with a Ba2+ ion and m unchelated indicators291

are contained in such a diffraction-limited spot. The number of absorbed photons, na, per fluorophere292

and per pulse is [47]:293

na =
P2δ

τ f
(

N A2

2~cλ
)2 (6.1)

where P is the laser power and δ is the fluorophore brightness (σ · φλ) of the fluorophore.294

We can compute the number of photons that the chelated indicator absorbs as a function of295

the laser power, using eq. 6.1. Given the relatively large TPA cross section of FBI (see Methods),296

na = 2 for a modest power of 11 mW. Setting the laser power at this value, the emission rate of the297

chelated molecule will equal the laser repetition rate, n f =1 × 108 photons/s.298

The light emitted by the complexed FBI molecule will be blue-shifted. Assume that a band299

filter λ f = (400− 425) nm, is placed in front of the CCD. Call n f the fluorescence emitted in a given300

time interval by the chelated indicator. Then, the light recorded by the CCD due to the chelated301

indicator will be Nf = ε f εc n f , where ε f ∼ 0.29 is the band pass filter efficiency for the signal.302
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The total fluorescence (green-shifted) emitted by the unchelated molecules will be m n f /Cr ,303

and the corresponding background light recorded by the CCD will be Nb = ε
′
f εc m n f /Cr , where304

ε ′f ∼ 0.0036 is the band pass filter efficiency for the background.305

The total signal recorded in the CCD will be Nt = Nf +Nb. The estimator of the signal observed306

in the spot will be Nt − Nb, where Nb can be computed with great precision taking the average of a307

large number of spots containing only unchelated molecules. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the308

subtraction is:309

SNR =
Nf
√

Nb

=

√
ε f εc

n f F
m
=

√
7.2 × 1010

m
[s] (6.2)

Notice that SNR is expressed as a function of the time in seconds, since n f measures number of310

photons per second. The number of molecules in the diffraction spot will depend on the density of311

indicators ρ, in the sensor. We assume that the target will be a dense monolayer with about one312

molecule per square nanometer. As shown by our DFT calculations, the “snowballs” formed by313

the barium ion during transport (e.g., Ba2+Xe8) will readily form a supra-molecular complex at314

distances of the order of 1 nm (e.g., 8Å in the example discussed above). Thus, ρ = 106/µm2 and315

m = 2 × 105. Substituting in Eq. 6.2 we find SNR = 6 × 102√s. If we take a scanning time per spot316

of 1 ms, then SNR∼ 20. Therefore, a chelated indicator would produce an unmistakable signal above317

the background of unchelated molecules in that spot. This demonstrates that fast and unambiguous318

identification of Ba2+ ions in the sensor can be attained using a dense monolayer. The scanning of319

large surfaces using wide-field TPA is discussed in Methods.320

In summary, we have shown that FBI indicators can be a suitable building block for a sensor321

able to detect single Ba2+ ions in a future HPXe detector, thus allowing an essentially background322

free experiment.323
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Figure 1. Design and synthesis of a family of Fluorescent Bicolor Indicators (FBIs). a Components of a
Fluorescent Monocolor Indicator (FMI). b Components of a FBI analogue, showing the coupling-decoupling
between the fluorophore and the metal binding group. The respective expected fluorescent emission spectra
are also shown c,Chemical synthesis of a family of FBI from pyridines (or pyrimidines), bromoacetophenones,
1,2-dibromoarenes and aza-crown ethers.
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Figure 2. Response of FBI. a, emission spectrum of the SF and SBF samples after silica subtraction (the
SF spectrum is scaled a factor Cr w.r.t. the SBF spectrum); b, A Z-X profile of the control pellet, SFpA,
showing no signal in the “deep blue” region (400,425) nm, where the contribution from unchelated molecules
is negligible; c, A Z-X profile of SFpA, taken in the green region (λ > 450 nm), showing intense green
emission from the unchelated molecules ; d, A Z-X profile of the sublimated pellet, SFpB, showing a clear
signal in the “deep blue” region (400,425) nm, due to the molecules chelated by the barium perchlorate; e, A
Z-X profile of SFpB, taken in the green region (λ > 450 nm), showing intense green emission from both
chelated and unchelated molecules. f, 3D tomographies of SFpB, taken with our TPA microscopy setup,
passed through the blue and the green filter. The tomographies reveal the shape of a tiny section (a square of
75 µm size), showing the same landscape for both chelated and unchelated molecules.
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Figure 3. Sublimation of Ba(ClO4)2 on FBI. a, experimental setup; b, photograph of the pellet before the
sublimation and c, photograph of the pellet after the sublimation. In both cases, the excitation light is 365 nm.
Notice the characteristic green colour of unchelated FBI before the sublimation and the blue shift after it,
showing a large density of chelated molecules.
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7 Methods325

Photophysics and supramolecular chemistry of FBI indicators in solution326

Our experiments to determine the photo-physical properties of compounds 7 started by recording their327

respective emission spectra in acetonitrile solutions. Although all compounds were fluorescent with328

large intensities in the minimum energy transitions, the critical criterion to select the most suitable329

candidate was the ability of a given compound to exhibit different smallest emission wavelengths in330

their unbound and barium-coordinated forms. We defined the peak discrimination factor fλ at a331

given wavelength λ as:332

fλ =
Iλ(7 · Ba2+ ) − Iλ(7)

Iλ(7)
(7.1)

where Iλ(7·Ba2+) and Iλ(7) are the intensities of the emission signals at wavelength λ of the333

corresponding bound (7·Ba2+) and free (7) fluorophore, respectively. In addition, we measured the334

molecular brightness [48] Bλ of each transition according to the following expression:335

Bλ = ελφλ (7.2)

where ελ is the molar extinction coefficient and φλ is the emission quantum yield.336

The data associated with the photophysics of compounds 7 are collected in Table 1. According to337

our results, compound 7aa, possessing the 1,4,7-trioxa-10-azacyclododecane moiety (4a, n=1) does338

not show any significant difference between the free and barium-bound states, thus indicating that339

this four-heteroatom aza-crown ether is too small to accommodate the Ba2+ cation. Compound 7ba,340

with a 1,4,7,10-tetraoxa-13-azacyclopentadecane unit (4b, n=2) showed a noticeable blue shift upon341

coordination with Ba2+ (∆λ = −54 nm). However, the low value of fλ makes this size of the chelating342

group not optimal for further developments. In the case of FBI molecule 7ca, which incorporates343

the six-heteroatom-containing aza-crown ether unit 1,4,7,10,13-pentaoxa-16-azacyclooctadecane344

(4c, n=3), a larger blue shift associated with Ba2+ coordination (∆λ = −61 nm) was observed. Most345

importantly, the fλ discrimination factor was found to be of order 180, which shows a significant346

separation between the unbound 7ca and Ba2+coordinated 7ca·Ba2+ species. Both emission spectra347

are displayed in Figure A.1. In addition, both unbound and cationic species showed acceptable348

quantum yields and molecular brightness values.349

Having selected compound 7ca as the best FBI candidate, we conducted studies to assess its350

binding ability, which must be high (in dry medium) for our sensor. To that end, we measured first351

its cation association constant Ka with barium perchlorate in acetonitrile at 298 K by means of352

the Benesi-Hildebrand method [49] and the corresponding fluorescence spectra, according to the353

following formula [50]:354

1
F − Fmin

=
1

Fmax − Fmin

(
1 +

1
Ka[Ba2+]

)
(7.3)

In this expression, F is the measured emission of compound 7ca at the excitation wavelength355

λexc = 250 nm in the presence of a given [Ba2+] concentration, whereas Fmin and Fmax stand for the356

corresponding intensities of free aza-crown ether 7ca and host-guest complex 7ca·Ba2+ respectively.357
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Under these conditions and on the basis of the data shown in Figure A.1d, we measured a binding358

constant of Ka = 5.26 104 M−1 (r2 = 0.909). This indicates a very efficient ability of compound359

7ca for Ba2+ capture and formation of the (7ca·Ba2+)(ClO4
−)2 salt in solution, whose favourable360

photophysical parameters are gathered in Table 1. In addition, the Job’s plot showed a maximum for361

n = m = 1, thus indicating that 7ca captures only one Ba2+ cation per molecule, as it is shown in362

Figure A.1e.363

As far as the chemical structure of the tetracyclic fluorophore is concerned, our results indicate364

that introducing an additional nitrogen heteroatom in the 2,2a1-diazacyclopenta[jk]fluorene to form365

the corresponding 2,2a1,3-triazacyclopenta[jk]fluorene analogue is detrimental in terms of quantum366

yield and molecular brightness, as it can be appreciated from the photophysical properties of367

compound 7da shown in Table 1. Moreover, the presence of an additional fused phenyl group in368

the fluorophore results in the formation of imidazo[5,1,2-cd]naphtho[2,3-a]indolizine derivative369

7cb, whose fλ factor was significantly lower than that measured for 7ca. Therefore, the presence of370

additional fused aromatic or hetheroaromatic rings to the basic benzo[a]imidazo[5,1,2-cd]indolizine371

scaffold does not improve the photophysical properties of the resulting cycloadduct. Finally, the372

presence of an electron-withdrawing group in compound 7ec results in a quenching of quantum yield373

of the fluorophore as well as a lowering of the discrimination factor. Consequently, we determine374

that further chemical elaboration of the fluorophore skeleton in order to synthesise the spacer375

and linker groups shown in Figure 1a, must not involve carboxy derivatives like esters or amides,376

but π-decoupled moieties such as alkoxy groups. Therefore we conclude that 7ca is the optimal377

combination of structural and electronic features to fulfil our previously defined design criteria.378

Electronic structure calculations and NMR experiments379

Electronic structure calculations at the DFT level both in the gas phase and in solution confirm the380

strong binding affinity of 7ca to coordinate Ba2+. The 7ca·Ba2+ optimised structure exhibits a large381

molecular torsion of the binding group with respect to the free 7camolecule (see theω dihedral angle382

in Figure A.2b, calculation done at the ωB97X-D/6-311++G(p,d)&Lanl2DZ level of theory), so that383

a molecular cavity appears, with the metal cation forming a π-complex between the Ba2+ metallic384

centre and the phenyl group. The oxygen atoms of the aza-crown ether occupy five coordination385

positions with O· · ·Ba contacts within the range of the sum of the ionic radii (2.8-3.0 Å) [51].386

Interestingly, the phenyl ring attached to the crown ether is oriented towards the centre of the cavity387

coordinating Ba2+ through the π-electrons. Frontier molecular orbitals (MO) of 7ca are delocalised388

over the entire fluorophore moiety, with virtually no participation of the binding group electrons389

(Figure A.2c, computed at the ωB97X-D/6-311G(d,p)/LANDL2DZ level). The lowest bright state390

of the unbound FBI molecule can be mainly characterised as the electronic transition between391

highest occupied MO (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied MO (LUMO). Molecular distortion upon392

metal coordination in 7ca·Ba2+ has an important impact on the electronic structure. In particular,393

the torsion of the phenyl group allowing π-coordination breaks the planarity with the rest of the394

fluorophore, modifying HOMO and LUMO energy levels. The decrease of the effective conjugation395

with respect to 7ca increases the symmetry allowed π → π∗ gap, thus resulting in the blue shift of396

the fluorescent emission (Figure A.2c). Therefore, these results support the viability of 7ca as an397

efficient Ba2+ indicator in both wet and dry conditions (see Supporting Information).398
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NMR Experiments on the complexation reaction between FIB molecule 7ca and barium399

perchlorate are compatible with the geometries obtained by the DFT calculations. Progressive400

addition of the salt promoted a deshielding to lower field of the b protons, which are in ortho401

disposition with respect to the aza-crown ether. The meta protons marked as c in Figure A.2d402

showed a similar, but lower in magnitude, deshielding effect. The remaining protons of the403

benzo[a]imidazo[5,1,2-cd]indolizine fluorophore showed a very light deshielding effect, but remained404

essentially unchanged. Instead, the 1,4,7,10,13-pentaoxa-16-azacyclooctadecaane moiety of 7ca405

showed different deshielding effects upon coordination with Ba2+ with the only exception of406

the N-methylene protons denoted as a in Figure A.2e, which were shifted to higher field, thus407

demonstrating that the nitrogen atom of the aza-crown ether is not participating in the coordination408

with the dication.409

7.1 Computed structures of FBI and its complexes with barium perchlorate and barium410

dication411

The optimised molecular geometry of the adduct between FBI (7ca) and Ba(ClO4)2 (Figure A.4)412

at the DFT level of theory shows a compact structure in which the Ba2+ centre does not interact413

only with the full aza-crown ether but extends its coordination pattern to the N1 atom of the414

benzo[a]imidazo[5,1,2-cd]indolizine aromatic tetracycle and to the 1,4-disubstituted phenyl group, at415

the cost of pushing the nitrogen atom N2 of the aza-crown ether away from the closest coordination416

sphere of Ba2+ (compare the Ba2+ · · ·N1 and Ba2+ · · ·N2 distances in Table 2). The two perchlorate417

anions interact with the metallic centre by blocking the extremes of the channel formed by 7ca, with418

Ba2+ · · ·O distances only ca. 0.1Å larger than those computed for Ba(ClO4)2. This geometry of419

the 7ca · Ba(ClO4)2 results in the decoupling between the two components of the fluorophore, with420

a ω value of 45°. The calculated Gibbs energy associated with binding of Ba(ClO4)2 with FBI is421

−80.0 kcal/mol. This highly exergonic character is fully compatible with the high binding constant422

found for this process.423

DFT calculations including a naked Ba2+ cation bound to 7ca showed a rigid structure too, in424

which the main features observed for the 7ca · Ba(ClO4)2 complex —namely the interaction of the425

metallic centre with the N1 atom, the oxygen atoms of the aza-crown ethers and the 1,4-disubstituted426

aromatic ring— are even more pronounced (Table 2 and Figure A.4). In addition, the free reaction427

energy associated with this latter process is much more exergonic (∆Grxn=−197.5 kcal/mol in Table428

3). The computed energies exhibit a very small dependency with pressure.429

If the formation of clusters between barium cation and xenon atoms is considered, the interaction430

of a Ba·Xe2+
8 cluster — a species that can be operative under high-pressure conditions [45] — with431

FBI results in a still very exergonic process with a Gibbs reaction energy of −195.9 kcal/mol. All432

these results indicate that the findings obtained in solution for the interaction of FBI compound433

and barium perchlorate are closely related with the features of the same process in the gas phase434

involving naked (or Xe-clusterised) barium dications.435

Polymer and titration experiments436

To measure the response of FBI in dry media, we studied several materials, including silica (which we437

selected as our preferred support) and three different polymers: polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), polytmethyl438

metacrylate (PMMA) and poly ether blockamide (PEBAX® 2533).439
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In the case of silica we conducted a titration experiment, adding increasing concentrations of440

Ba(ClO4)2 to the gel before depositing the solution FBI/acetonitrile (in each case measurements441

were performed in a fluorimeter after drying the solvent). Our results are illustrated in Figure A.4a.442

We found that the response of the complexed FBI indicator improved with larger concentrations of443

Ba(ClO4)2 an effect that we attribute to the affinity of the silica for barium. For the calculation of F444

presented in this work we chose the largest concentration studied (7927 Eq). Notice, however, that445

the discrimination factor computed with a concentration of 3964 Eq. (and with concentrations larger446

than 7927 Eq. not shown in plot) yields a very similar result, compatible with the error quoted for F.447

Our results for the studies with polymers are summarised in Figure A.4b, which shows the448

response of the indicator in PMMA. Under excitation light of 350 nm, the spectra of both chelated449

and unchelated molecules are rather similar and cannot be effectively separated. All the other450

polymers exhibit a similar behaviour. We attribute the lack of separation between the spectra of451

chelated and unchelated indicators to the restriction of the conformational freedom imposed by the452

polymer’s rigid environment.453

Subtraction of the silica response454

Figure A.5 shows the response of the silica to and excitation light of 250 nm. Notice that the455

subtraction of the silica response results in a zero baseline (and a significant subtraction error) for456

wavelengths below ∼ 370 nm. Above that value the chelated spectrum raises quickly, while the457

unchelated spectrum raises only above ∼ 400 nm. The separation between both spectra is very large458

in the region (370-400) nm, where the response of the uncomplexed spectrum is compatible with459

zero, but the systematic error in the measurement of the discrimination factor is also large (40%). In460

the selected region (400, 425) nm, the separation is still large and the systematic error is reduced to461

20%.462

Laser setup463

A schematic diagram of our laser setup is depicted in Figure A.6a. We took advantage of the fact464

that the emission spectra of FBI and FBI·Ba2+for excitation light of 250 nm and excitation light of465

400 nm are very similar (Figure A.6b), to use a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire infrared laser (800 nm)466

as illumination source, inducing the absorption of two photons of 400 nm each. This laser system467

provided pulses of infrared light with a repetition rate of 76 MHz. The pulse duration was 400 fs at468

the sample’s plane.The beam was reflected at a dichroic mirror, passed a non-immersion objective469

(20x, A=0.5) and reached the sample, illuminating a spot limited by diffraction to a volume of about470

1 µm3. A DC-motor coupled to the objective allowed optical sectioning across the sample along471

the Z-direction. This image modality is known as XZ tomographic imaging. We call profiles to472

those tomographic images (similar to the B scanning mode used in optical coherence tomography473

clinical devices). In addition, we performed 3D tomographies, which were assembled from 40 XY474

scans of 75 µm2 × 75 µm2. Each scan corresponded to a different depth of Z, in steps of 10 µm. The475

resulting images were then combined in a 3D image using custom software [44]. The emitted light476

was collected through the same objective and passed the dichroic mirror. Finally, before reaching477

the photomultiplier tube used as detection unit, the TPA signal passed through either a high pass478

“green” filter, λ > 450 nm, or a band pass “deep blue” filter, (400 − 425) nm.479
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In order to estimate the absolute number of fluorescence photons emitted by the FBI indicator480

in a TPA scan, we first measured a reference sample of fluorescein suspended in PVA (FRS). Figure481

A.6c shows a log-log plot of the recorded PMT signal as a function of the laser power for FRS. As482

expected for TPA, the slope of the resulting straight line has a value near 2. Figure A.6d, shows483

a profile taken on FRS at a power of 80 mW. Identical profiles were taken on SBFp at a power484

of 40 mW. This allowed the measurement of the ratio δr = δsb f p/δf rs, which turned out to be485

δr = 17 ± 4, and therefore, δFBI ·Ba2+ = 6.2 ± 1.7 × 102 GM. The details of the measurement are486

discussed below.487

Determination of the brightness of FBI relative to fluorescein488

The fluorophore brightness (δ = σ · φλ, where σ is the TPA cross section and φλ the quantum yield)489

of fluorescein is well known for a wavelength of 800 nm [52]: δf luo = 36 ± 9.7 GM (1 GM= 10−50
490

cm4·second/ (photon·molecule)). It is, therefore, possible to normalise the brightness of FBI to that491

of fluorescein, using samples of known concentrations and measuring the response in our setup for492

identical profiles. To that end, we used a control sample of fluorescein suspended in PVA (FPVA),493

with a concentration of n f pva = 1013 molecules/cm3 and compared it with a FBI-chelated pellet494

(SBFp), which had a concentration of nsb f p = 2.2 × 1017 molecules/cm3. Profiles were taken on495

FPVA at a power of 500 mW. Identical profiles were taken on SBFp at a power of 100 mW. The496

total signal integrated by the PMT in both the FPVA and SBFp samples is:497

I = K · n · δ · P2 (7.4)

where n is the density of molecules (molecules/cm3) in the sample and P is the laser power. K is a498

constant which depends of the setup, but is the same for the FPVA and SBFp profiles. It follows that:499

Rf bi/ f luo =
δsb f p

δf pva
=

Isb f p
I f pva

n f pva

nsb f p
(
Pf pva

Psb f p
)2 (7.5)

All the quantities in equation 7.5 are known. In particular, the integral of the SBFp profile500

yields 109 PMT counts, while the integral of the FPVA profile results in 5.9 × 104 counts. Thus, we501

find : Rf luo/ f bi = 17 ± 4, where the ∼ 20% relative error is dominated by the uncertainty in the502

concentration nsb f p, and therefore, δFBI ·Ba2+ = 6.2 ± 1.2 × 102 GM.503

Interaction of FBI with other elements504

The interaction of FBI (7ca) with other elements was studied in order to assess the selectivity of505

the indicator. In particular, we chose several dications within the alkaline-earth elements to which506

barium belongs, as well as sodium and potassium, which are found abundantly in the environment507

and occupy contiguous positions in the alkaline group of the periodic table. Solutions (5×10−5 M) of508

7ca and metal source in ratio 1:1 were prepared for this study. We used Ca(OH)2, K(ClO4), Na(ClO4),509

Mg(ClO4)2, Sr(ClO4)2 and Ba(ClO4)2 with CH3CN as a solvent. The results are summarised in510

Figure A.7. We observed that Mg2+ induced a partial intensity lowering (ON-OFF) effect) at the511

same emission wavelength upon interaction with 7ca, whereas Ca2+ did not produce any noticeable512

change in its fluorescence emission spectrum when mixed with 7ca. Therefore, we concluded that513

our indicator does not produce significant changes in the emission wavelength in the presence of light514
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alkaline-earth dications. In contrast, in the presence of 7ca Sr2+ exhibited an emission espctrum515

similar to that observed for Ba2+. These results show that 7ca is capable to chelate Sr2+ and Ba2+.516

It is therefore expected that 7ca should chelate Ra2+. Finally, according our results, neither K+, nor517

Na+ were chelated by 7ca, thus evidencing the high selectivity of our indicator.518

A BOLD concept519

We conceive the Barium atOm Light Detector (BOLD) as an HPXe TPC implementing a full Barium520

Tagging Detector (BTD). The concept presented here extends the ideas presented in [19, 23, 24]521

(other possibilities that could apply to a future HPXe with barium tagging are discussed in [53]).522

BOLD consists in three major systems. An Energy-Tracking Detector (ETD), whose role is measuring523

the energy and t0 of the event, as well as reconstructing its topology (and in particular its barycentre),524

and a Barium Tagging Detector (BTD), capable of tagging, with high efficiency, the single Ba2+
525

ion produced in a ββ0ν or ββ2ν decay. The information of these two systems is linked through526

the Delayed Coincidence Trigger (DCT), whose role is to establish a coincidence between the527

observation of the two-electron signal, and the detection of Ba2+. The DCT is essential to eliminate528

the impact of ββ2ν events, which also produce Ba2+ but whose energy is always outside of the529

region of interest (ROI) for ββ0ν events. The DCT also supresses radioactive processes to virtually530

zero. Notice that the individual probabilities that spurious events produce two electrons with energy531

within the ROI and a positive signal in the BCT are very small, but the probability that those events532

occur at the same time (in fact with a known delay) is essentially negligible.533

Figure A.8 shows a cartoon of BOLD. A future, ton-scale appparatus may be quite large, e.g.,534

2.5 m3 × 2.5 m3 × 2.5 m3, holding a mass of near 3 t at (very) high pressure (40 bar). Conceptually,535

the detector is as follows: The ETD is a dense array of large silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs),536

located behind the transparent anode which is connected to high voltage. The BTD is located537

behind the grounded cathode and deploys an array of sensors called Molecular Target Elements538

(MTE) assembled in a low-mass honeycomb also connected to voltage and normally held at a539

slightly positive value. Each MTE is a tile, made of Muscovite mica, of 2.5 cm2 × 2.5 cm2 transverse540

dimensions and 0.5 mm thickness. A self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of FBI indicators is grown541

in one of the sides of the tile, and placed facing the TPC fiducial volume. About 104 tiles cover a542

detection surface of 2.5 m2 × 2.5 m2. The MTEs are interrogated by a fast TPA laser microscopy543

system (TPAL), consisting in one or more pressure-resistant objectives, able to move, on demand,544

to the specific area of the BTD which needs to be scanned. The laser will be a high-power (2-3545

MW), pulsed, femto-second, 100 MHz (or 1 GHz) system, entering the chamber through suitable546

windows, and steered by piezo-electric actuated mirrors. A prototype of such a system is already547

under development as a part of the NEXT R&D [53].548

The delayed coincidence trigger is activated by the ETD, when the energy of the event is549

measured to be within the ROI signalling an event of interest (recall that the energy of ββ0ν events550

is Q). When this happens, the ETD reconstructs the barycentre of the event and computes the time551

of arrival of the Ba2+ to the BTD (relying in the time difference between the recording of primary552

and secondary electroluminescence signals, a standard technique for electroluminescent TPCs [54]).553

It then sends the coincidence trigger which lowers the voltage of the BTD (normally held at ∼ 100 V,554

so that all positive ions are absorbed by the cathode) to some −100 V, during a time window large555

enough (about 1 ms) to allow that the putative Ba2+ ion arriving to the cathode can “cross the gate”,556
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reach the BTD and be captured by one of the MTEs. The predicted arrival position of the ion is also557

known from the barycentre of the event and sent to the TPAL, which scans it. After scanning, the558

TPAL sends a signal if a chelated molecule has been found. The signature of a ββ0ν event is the559

coincidence between the energy trigger, the time trigger opening the cathode gate, and the TPAL560

positive trigger.561

To determine the precision in the prediction of the transverse position of the arrival ion we562

have written a Monte Carlo simulation, based in the Geant-4 package [55], that takes into account563

the essential features of the detector (ionisation of the primary media, diffusion of the ionisation564

electrons and response of the sensors). We obtain that the barycenter of the event can be determined,565

at a pressure of 40 bar with an error (1 σ) of 5 mm, while the time of arrival can be determined from566

the sampling time of the electronics with an error better than 100 µs. Therefore, the Ba2+ candidate567

will be contained in a scanning region of 1.5 cm2 × 1.5 cm2 more than 99% of the times.568

In order to scan such an area in a reasonable time, is necessary to implement large field-of-view569

(FOV) techniques. For example, a FOV of 100 µm diameter, and an interrogation rate of 1 ms per570

FOV, result in a scanning time of 13 s/cm2, which allows the scanning of the barium-fiducial area571

(1.5 cm2 × 1.5 cm2) in ∼30 s.572

Indeed, the availability of lasers with peak powers of several watts, makes fast scanning possible573

using wide-field two-photon microscopy [56]. If, instead of focusing into a diffraction limited spot574

by overfilling the back aperture of the objective (as discussed in the example given in the main body575

of the paper), we choose to focus into a small spot near the back aperture, a wider (and weaker) spot576

at the target plane is produced. The number of absorbed photons in this configuration, decreases577

with (r/rd)2, where r is the wide-field radius and rd the radius of the diffraction limit spot. Taking578

r =50 µm and rd =0.5 µm, we find that nwf
a = na 10−4, where nwf

a is the number of absorbed photons579

in the wide-field configuration. However, these four orders of magnitude can be accounted for thanks580

to the P2 dependence of na. Indeed, we find that nwf
a = 2 for a power of 2.1 watt. Projecting each581

diffraction-limited spot in the FOV in one CCD pixel is then possible to find if any pixel in the CCD582

has a chelated molecule with high SNR (∼ 20) in 1 ms, (the last generation of CCD cameras features583

speeds in excess of 1000 frames per second), and thus fast scanning is feasible.584

The Ba2+ will slowly drift to the cathode (with a drift velocity of about 220 cm s−1) picking up585

neutral xenon atoms in its way, so that a variety of solvation states, [BaXeN ]2+ (with N = 1, 2...)586

will be formed [45]. At the large pressures relevant for BOLD, N ∼ 8. However, as shown in this587

paper, the Gibbs energy of all the solvation states is similar and very large. Given the favourable588

energy balance, the probability of forming a supra-molecular complex will likely be close to unity.589

The fraction of ββ0ν events in the ROI for a detector with 0.7% FWHM resolution, as envisioned590

for BOLD [11] (The NEXT-White detector has achieved already 1% FWHM energy resolution [57])591

can be estimated to be [58]:592

Fββ2ν =
c

Qδ6 me (7.6)

where δ = ∆E/Q is the FWHM energy resolution, me is the electron mass and c = 8.5 for δ ∼ 1%.593

For a FWHM of 0.7% and Q = 2458 keV in xenon, we find that Fββ2ν ∼ 5× 10−9. The SNR between594

the ββ0ν and the ββ2ν processes is found multiplying by the ratio of the lifetimes:595
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S
B
=

1
F

T2ν
1/2T0ν

1/2 (7.7)

Taking T2ν
1/2 = 2.1 × 1021 [59], we find that S/B ∼ 10 for T0ν

1/2 = 5 × 1028.596

Consequently, the ββ2ν background is negligible in the foreseeable range of lifetimes to be597

explored, provided that the detector has good resolution, as is our case. Notice that, by setting the598

DCT to trigger only in events within the ROI, the Ba2+ produced by ββ2ν events never reach the599

BCT, since the cathode gate will be closed. Thus, “contamination” of Ba2+ from ββ2ν events can600

be controlled to negligible levels. In practice, ββ2ν events will be used to calibrate the system601

and measure the Ba2+ detection efficiency. Notice that the detector area will be ∼ 2.5 × 109 spots602

of 100 µm2 × 100 µm2, and thus one can afford “expending” ∼ 105 spots per year (in calibration603

events), resulting in less than 0.1% losses in efficiency after 10 years. Also notice that the location604

within a MTE of each calibration event would be recorded by the system, avoiding any potential605

confusion with a genuine signal.606

The scanning methodology deserves also some comments. During fabrication of the BTD each607

of the MTEs will be scanned and a map of pixels will be recorded. The map will contain the position608

of the pixel and the intensity response in the “deep blue band" (e.g., a filter (400 − 425) nm) to the609

interrogation of the scanning laser operating at the nominal parameters. The initial scan will allow610

to identify and reject defective MTEs and veto any potential defective spots.611

In normal operations, when the DCT triggers the scan of a specific region, the system records the612

signal in each spots and compares it with the reference in the data base, as well as with the running613

average computed on the fly. This allows us to take into account any local variation of density in614

the MTEs, as well as fluctuations in the laser power which are, in any case controlled with very615

good precision. The systematic error that we obtain simulating these parameters is small compared616

with the bulk effect of the subtraction of the light due to unchelated molecules. Setting a very high617

nominal SNR (20 in our analysis) also provides extra protection against spurious fluctuations, which618

in our analysis never yielded SNR larger than 3. To conclude, we believe that a robust and reliable619

TPA scanning system can be implemented allowing high efficiency and virtually zero background620

for Ba2+ detection.621
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A Extended data figures and tables622

Cmpd. a b c d
λem(nm) fλ Φλ Bλ(M−1cm−1)

7 7·Ba2+ 7·Ba2+ 7 7·Ba2+ 7 7·Ba2+

7aa 485 485 0.07 0.42 0.41 8.42 8.45
7ba 482 428 6.02 0.34 0.32 7.65 8.13
7ca 489 428 179.74 0.67 0.45 11.26 8.06
7da 491 491 n. d. 0.06 0.06 0.53 0.51
7ec 511 430 22.64 0.29 0.25 3.65 3.05
7cb 503 456 4.86 0.22 0.04 4.84 1.21

Table 1. Characterisation of FBI compounds 7 and 7·Ba2+. a, Emission wavelengths at an excitation
wavelength of 250 nm. b, Peak discrimination factors, fλ, with respect to unbound fluorophores 7 at λem. c,
Quantum yields, Φλ, at λem. d, Molecular brightnesses of the fluorescent emissions, Bλ, at λem; n. d.: not
determined.

7ac·Ba2+ ωB97X-D B3LYP-D3
Ba2+-O1 2.84 2.87
Ba2+-N1 2.92 2.94
Ba2+-N2 3.82 3.91
Ba2+-X 3.03 3.04
ω 82.9 76.3
7ac·Ba(ClO4)2 ωB97X-D B3LYP-D3
Ba2+-O1 2.84 2.85
Ba2+-O2 2.79 2.90
Ba2+-O3 2.94 2.96
Ba2+-N1 3.04 3.14
Ba2+-N2 4.15 4.53
Ba2+-X 3.20 3.59
ω 45.0 43.1

Table 2. Structural parameters for the geometries of 7ac·Ba2+ and 7ac·Ba(ClO4)2 optimised in vacuum
at the DFT level wit two different functionals and basis set: ωb97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)&LanL2DZ and
B3LYP-D3/6-31G(d)&LanL2DZ. Bond distances and dihedral angles (in absolute value) are given in Å and
degrees, respectively. Atomic labels are shown in Figure A.3.
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reaction pressure (atm) ∆Grxn (kcal/mol)
7ca + Ba2+ → 7ac·Ba2+ 1 -197.5

10 -198.8
20 -199.2
30 -199.5

7ca + Ba·Xe2+
8 → 7ca·Ba2+ + 8Xe 1 -195.9a

7ca + Ba(ClO4)2→ 7ac·Ba(ClO4)2 1 -80.0
aFree energy computed as the sum of FBI and eight individual Xe atoms.

Table 3. Free energy of reactions calculated as ∆Grxn =
∑

Gprod -
∑

Greact at T = 298.15 K computed at
the ωb97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)&LanL2DZ level.
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Figure A.1. Characterisation of FBI in solution. a, Emission spectra of unchelated (7ca) and chelated
(7ca·Ba2+) indicators upon excitation at 250 nm. Red dots indicate the wavelengths used to determine the peak
discrimination factor fλ. b, Photographs of both species in acetonitrile showing the bicolor emission, upon
irradiation at 365 nm. c, Benesi-Hildebrand plot of the fluorescence emission spectra of FBI in acetonitrile
solution at room temperature in the presence of different concentrations of barium perchlorate. e, Job’s plot of
the 7ca-Ba(ClO4)2 interaction showing a 1:1 stoichiometry between 7ca and Ba2+ thus forming complex
7ca·Ba2+.
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Figure A.2. Theoretical predictions and NMR experiments. Top panel: Density functional theory gas phase
structures of a, 7ca and b, 7ca· Ba2+. Bond distances are given in Å. Dihedral angles ω formed by covalently
bonded atoms 1-4 are given in deg and in absolute value. c, Frontier molecular orbital energy diagram of
7ca (left) and 7ca· Ba2+(right). Vertical arrows indicate main contributions to the electronic transition to the
lowest bright state. Bottom panel: Aromatic d, and aza-crown ether e, regions of proton NMR spectra of
compound 7ca upon addition of barium perchlorate. The most important changes in chemical shift (in ppm)
are highlighted. All the spectra were recorded at 500 MHz.
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Figure A.3. Computed structures of FBI-barium perchlorate complex. DFT fully optimised structure of 7ca
complexed with barium perchlorate. Dummy atom located at the centre of the 1,4-disubstituted phenyl group
is denoted as X. Bond distances and dihedral angles are given in Table 2.

Figure A.4. Titration and polymer experiments. a, titration experiments, showing that the response of FBI
improves for larger concentrations of barium; b, an example of a polymer experiment, showing that the
response of FBI loses its characteristic colour shift.
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Figure A.5. Subtraction of the silica response. a, emission spectrum of the SF sample with the background
from the silica superimposed for an excitation light of 250 nm; b, same for SBF.
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Figure A.6. TPA microscopy. a, A cartoon of our setup. An infrared (800 nm) laser passes through a dichroic
and fills the back plane of the objective (20x NA = 0.5) of an inverted microscope. The laser is focused
in the sample, with a spot limited by diffraction (e.g. a volume of about 1 µm3). The emitted fluorescence
passes through a selection filter before being recorded by a photomultiplier. b, Emission spectra of FBI and
FBI·Ba2+for excitation light of 250 nm (green, blue) and an excitation light of 400 nm (olive, cyan). The
spectra are very similar, allowing the use of an infrared laser of 800 nm for our proof-of-concept. c, Log-log
plot showing the quadratic dependence of the intensity with the power, characteristic of TPA, for a fluorescein
reference sample (FRS). d, Two-dimensional scan (profile) across the FRS. Integration of the profile yields
and integrated signal which can be used as normalisation for the FBI samples.
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Figure A.7. Interaction of FIB with other elements (1:1 equiv.). a, FIB·Na+ (blue) and unchelated (green)
indicators. b, FIB·K+ (blue) and unchelated indicators. c, FIB·Mg2+ (blue) and unchelated (green) indicators.
d, FIB·Ca2+ (blue) and unchelated (green) indicators. e, FIB·Sr2+ (blue) and unchelated (green) indicators.
In cases of a, b, c and d, the spectra show that FIB is not chelated with the ion, while in case e, the response is
similar to barium, showing the formation of a supramolecular complex. All excitation spectra taken at 250 nm.
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Figure A.8. A scheme of the BOLD detector. An example of a ββ0ν signal event is shown. The two electrons
emitted in the decay (purple) propagate in the dense xenon gas ionising it, and the ionisation electrons drift
towards the anode, where their energy is measured by the Energy Tracking Detector (ETD), which also
reconstructs the event barycentre. The Ba2+ ion drifts much slowly towards the cathode, where it is eventually
captured and identified by the Barium Tagging Detector (BTD).
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